The reader has been a character of fiction literature since long ago. For the first time the Chartier, who invented the concept of "reading order" and described its changes in the history of human culture, associated the modern period with the emergence of so-called "anarchic reader" (Chartier, 2006 Besides the motive of skin-changing, the consumerist attitude of Benedikt to books is confirmed with another metaphor: T. Tolstaya constantly correlates his reading to the process of eating. The intake of food and the process of digestion serve as a metaphor for naïve, empathic, non-reflective, "culinary" (after H.-R. Jauss (Jauss, 1995) ) readership.
In the context of the foregoing, the multiple allusions to Pushkin, accompanying the image of Ivanovich -Nikita Kozlov, Olenka -Natalya Nikolaevna Goncharova, Anna Petrovna, an
Oldener "crone" -Anna Kern etc.)
Another stroke of great significance is the final phrase of Benedikt repeating the last words of Pushkin ("The life is over") (Kovtun, 2014, p. 90-94) . N. Kovtun interprets these correlations as a form of parodical deconstruction of one of national myths of Russian culture: the myth of Pushkin (Kovtun, 2014, p. 84 
Within the given aspect, let us add that for T. Tolstaya it is not only the sacralisation of Pushkin himself as a national genius that acts as an object of ironical profanation; it is also the idea of universality, availability, suitability and vivification properties of his works for any reader. Nelson evidences the performance as a spectator, while the material for demonstration is the body of Nelson's colleague Vita Deonne, a feminist critic, the body combining some opposite features (being a man, she claims to be a woman).
Obviously, such an "ambivalent", "polysemantic" body was selected by the ghost to demonstrate the way how ambivalence of a phenomenon meaning can be insulted upon in the act of deconstruction. 
